
    
 Team’s should check with local parties to 

verify that the information on the 3999 is 
accurate BEFORE it is entered into COR.  

 

� Review carrier’s comments from initial consultation 
 

� Seek input from those who know the zone  
 

� Compare the printout of the original Form 3999, 
the DOIS generated Form 3999,  

 the Form 3999 Audit Report, and carrier 
comments from the initial consultation. 
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� COR uses the most recent 3999 when making 
adjustments 

 
� Correct 3999 errors before input to COR 
 
� Make sure the 3999 used is representative.  

� Complete a new one 
 
� Disputes about 3999 accuracy or whether it is 

representative should be elevated to the Lead 
Team.   
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   Teams should ensure that: 

 

� 3999’s are “complete” (not partial) 
 

� Allied Time entries are accurate- e.g. Travel within is really 
travel within and not delivery time (such as moving from delivery point 
to delivery point).  

 
 

�  Relay times are reasonable and only appear on Park & Loop           
    and foot delivery portions of routes.  
 

�  Travel To and From has been validated (not one minute to go        
    3 miles)  
 

�  Watch for excessive backtracking and deadheading entries 
 
�  Replenish time on mounted routes was not collected as relay     

 time. 
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Travel WithinTravel Within::  
 

� Park point to park point  

� From one geographic area to another without delivery 

� Not for walking deadheads  

� Not for driving from CBU to CBU in the same complex 

� Not for driving between dismounted (car-hop) deliveries  
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�� Relay Time Relay Time   
  

� For Park and Loop and Foot delivery portions only  
 

� Begins when travel within ends and replenishment (replenishing the 
satchel) begins, or.. 

 

� When the carrier arrives back at the vehicle (or relay box) to 
replenish the satchel for the next Park and Loop Relay and unlocks 
the vehicle (or relay box). 

 

� Relay time ends when the carrier locks the vehicle/box.  
 

� Not when replenishing trays and/or moving trays in the vehicle on 
curbline and dismount routes.   

 

� DCD data for this time should be recorded as “Miscellaneous 
Other”  and notated as “Replenishment Time” since the DCD does 
not have a Replenishment Time designation.  

 

� Time associated as Replenishment Time is allied time, and should be 
retained as a permanent part of the route. 
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Carrier spends 18 mins 
servicing 52 deliveries at 
an CBU at 2365 NE 173rd 

Carrier spends 22 mins 
servicing 52 deliveries at 
an CBU at 2375 NE 173rd.  

 

 

LetLet’’s Take a Closer Look s Take a Closer Look   

��  
��
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Note relay time and 
travel within changes  

Here are the “relays” 
from the previous slide 
that were missed on the 
3999 
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39993999  Audit Trail ReportAudit Trail Report  
This lists any changes made to the 3999. 
 

1 = Entry on original 3999 
2 = Changed entry   
 

Obtain original 3999. Any changes should be reviewed 
and verified     

 

 

11   
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ASK:  
1)   6 “made” business deliveries to 36663 Woodward Ave deleted. Why?  
2) :43 on 701-799 Lakeview Ave. Why? Where’s the changed entry? 
3):09 added to Street Break Time. Why?  
4):43 seconds added to Vehicle Unload. Why?    

 

 44  
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- 
Here you see the entry for 
#1 - There are no “Business 
Deliveries Made” entries for 
36663 Woodward Ave. 
   
This should be compared with 
the original 3999 and the 
Audit Trail.  

 

 

The The ““AfterAfter””  39993999  showing the changed entriesshowing the changed entries  
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44  

33  
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This page of the 3999 
shows the rest of the 
changes that were made. 
 

#2 shows the time used 
on 701-799 Lakeview Ave 
as 3:35.  
 

#3 and #4 show the  
street break and vehicle 
unload times.  
 

These should be compared 
to the original 3999 and 
the Audit Trail. 


